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The New Normal

THE GLOBAL RISK OUTLOOK FOR 2019

Types of Risks:  
- ENVIRONMENTAL
- GEOPOLITICAL
- SOCIETAL
- TECHNOLOGICAL
- ECONOMIC

Top 5 Global Risks in Terms of Impact:

1. ☀️ Weapons of mass destruction
2. ☔️ Failure of climate-change mitigation and adaptation
3. ☦️ Extreme weather events
4. 🌊 Water crises
5. 🌈 Natural disasters

Top 5 Global Risks in Terms of Likelihood:

1. ☔️ Extreme weather events
2. ☔️ Failure of climate-change mitigation and adaptation
3. ☔️ Natural disasters
4. ☠️ Data fraud or theft
5. 🔒 Cyber-attacks

Humanity’s enterprise model and its financing needs an urgent upgrade. For too long we have only taken and taken from Mother Earth.

It is high noon; **we must now reciprocate** Nature’s gifts, but…

**Will it be easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of Heaven?**
Financial Innovation for Life

Financial System Logic

Blockchain Technology Inside
Featuring "Real Asset" Backing

Local to Global Problem Solving
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Your Reality

Financing Global Development

Planetary Boundaries

UN SDGs for 2030

Social Foundations
Our Session

Topics & Framework

1. The role of financial markets in human development and social evolution
2. Transforming financial markets
3. Financing Climate Action Program and the SDGs

Conscious Capital Flows

Access the Future with …
Open Mind
Open Heart
Open Will

GROUND ZERO OF OUR BEING & DOING
Your Challenge

Mission - To mobilize $ 4-5 T for (conscious) human development, social evolution in harmony with the whole of life & the SDGs

Vision - To transform finance and grow true wealth by breathing new life into the quality, quantity and design of our philanthropy, profit-sharing, and investments by 2025.

Values - To apply the timeless ethics of care, integrating reciprocity, response-ability, respect, and right relationship with all life from within.

How to Transform a Valley of Death into one of Life & Opportunity
Key Questions

1. INTENTION - What should be the role of financial markets in human development and social evolution?
2. LOGIC - Discuss & list the top 10 promising approaches for transforming financial markets
3. ALLOCATION - Discuss & list the top 10 promising approaches for Financing Climate Action Program and the SDGs